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ABSTRACT
In mild of the present state of affairs of the
metro cities and other large cities, girls protection has
emerged as one of the maximum crucial requirements
in our country. In this international of advanced era
and clever electronics it's miles required to have a
easy and value-powerful safety machine that
facilitates the sufferers for the duration of unforeseen
dangers. This challenge covers descriptive details
about the design and implementation of prototype for
an electronic machine which has the ability to serve
as a protection wear inside the coming years. The
device includes a transfer, ARM7, Wi-Fi module
(ESP2866), GPS module (Neo6M), buzzer, Vibration
sensor . The predominant working of this undertaking
is that every time a woman senses risk, all she has to
do, is to maintain at the button of the tool. Once the
tool is activated, it tracks the region of the girls the
use of GPS (Global Positioning System) and sends
place using Wi-Fi (wi-fi fidelity), to a server inside
the police control room. Here using electric powered
shock for whilst she is in threat for safety. The main
gain of this system is that this tool small and clean to
carry. The use of state-of-the-art additives guarantees
accuracy and makes it reliable.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Women safety is one of the foremost issues
in modern day global. The global is becoming so
much dangerous for girls. In today's global,
maximum of the ladies are stepping out at any time
from their house for running. Even even though many
technology were brought for girls still kidnapping,
eve teasing and sexual harassment are taking vicinity
in our u . S .. In last few years crime towards ladies
has improved to a extra extent. Women are confused
no longer best within the night or night however
additionally throughout day hours at domestic,
working vicinity, purchasing etc. There is range of
girls's who have been afraid of strangers for their
safety. Around eighty% of the women in our united
states of america have fear regarding their protection.
In past many years ladies’s usually won’t step out
from their house for paintings, so there has been
greater protection. But inside the recent situation,
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girls's want to be employed and need to work out of
doors, but there may be the shortage of safety;
various structures were built to provide safety for
girls. Each machine use a distinct form of techniques
to detect the dangerous scenario of girls.
Some of them used panic sensors to come across the
circumstance of the ladies by way of heartbeat
alternate in ladies’s body. Within this utility we're
retaining a switch. Within the worst scenario every
time we press transfer in the ones days with region
region can be added to the Control station that is
signed up for the memory IC is deserving of a
observe like assist needed. Gps navigation gives just
the longitude and range values but by using Maps
within the mobile you can gain the location name
where the content continues to be despatched. The
controller takes the switch for the reason that its input
i.E. When some chance has took place one should
press that switch and additionally the controller
facilitates make the Gps region towards the Server .
In this manner the worried Authority knows the place
plus they can shop the candidate. With an array of
serial communications interfaces, they are also very
best for communication gateways, protocol
converters and embedded gentle modems in addition
to some of other general-reason applications. An
embedded product is a pc device made to carry out
one or perhaps a couple of committed features
regularly with actual-time computing constraints. It's
embedded covered in an entire device often along
with hardware and mechanical components.
By evaluation, an over-all reason laptop, like a pc
(PC), is made to be flexible and additionally to meet
an array of end-consumer wishes. Embedded
structures manage many gadgets in preserving use
today. Embedded systems are controlled by a number
of number one processing cores which are usually
both microcontrollers or virtual signal processors
(DSP). The vital thing characteristic, however, has
been targeted on take care of a particular assignment,
which might require very effective processors. For
example, air visitors manage systems may
additionally usefully be located as embedded, even as
they involve mainframe computers and dedicated
regional and countrywide systems among airports
and radar sites. Generally, "embedded system" is not
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a strictly definable term, due to the fact many
structures own a few thing of extensibility or
programmability.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The popularity of girls in India has long
gone via many splendid modifications during the last
few millennia. From identical popularity with guys in
historical times through the low factors of the
medieval length to the advertising of equal rights by
way of many reformers, the records of women in
India has been eventful. In current India, ladies have
embellished high offices in India inclusive of that of
the President, Prime Minister, Leader of the
Opposition and Speaker of the LokSabha. However,
girls in India preserve to stand social demanding
situations and are regularly sufferers of abuse and
violent crimes and, according to a worldwide ballot
performed through Thomson Reuters, India is the
fourth most risky country in the global for women,
and the worst united states of america for girls among
the G20 international locations. Women’s protection
is a essential difficulty in today’s global and its very
lots wanted for each character to be acting over such
an issue.
Many unfortunate incidents have been taking location
in girl’s case. Problems might also come from any
route which includes ladies on foot on the street after
the work, going to superb market or many different
reasons for which they pass alone. People at home
aren't positive in their go back appropriately. Another
component is female die with out understanding the
purpose as they attend excursions and commercial
trips carried out by means of the groups. It occurs
because of attacks on female but now not suicides. In
2013 there passed off an incident which is a gag rape
in New Delhi in the case of 23 yr vintage girl in bus
at 9:30 PM. Another incident that has taken vicinity
at Mumbai inside the case of woman who is leaving
her local region after Christmas vacations has been
kidnapped and killed. These are a number of the
problems which have taken region within the each
day life of girls. The IT companies are looking ahead
to the safety problem and require a gadget so that it
will correctly compare the trouble of ladies personnel
safety operating in night shifts.
It is an unlucky remark that there has been a
significant growth in crimes in opposition to ladies in
the beyond decade. According to the National Crime
Records Bureau (NCRB), in India, 93 ladies had been
raped normal inside the year 2015.Also three,37,922
cases of crime against ladies had been reported in yr
2014 alone. But rights workers say that the figures
are possibly now not an accurate illustration of the
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size of the problem, as stigma surrounding
intercourse crimes means many attacks are not
reported. Kavita Krishnan, secretary of the All India
Progressive Women's Association, warned that the
figures ought to be analysed with caution. Kavita
Krishnan, secretary of the All India Progressive
Women's Association, warned that the figures ought
to be analysed with warning. Sexual violence towards
ladies in India rose to the forefront across the world
after the December 2012 demise of a young girl who
turned into gang-raped on a bus in New Delhi. The
brutal assault brought about domestic and
international condemnation and massive protests
throughout India over the excessive stages of
violence towards Indian ladies and children. Sexual
harassment and toddler abuse is certainly a purpose
for challenge in India, stated Shreya Jani, who runs a
peace schooling NGO in New Delhi.
In recent years, acts of assault and violence against
girls are growing at a menacing charge. With
escalation of girl personnel in industries and different
sectors of the industrial marketplace, it's far now
turning into a need for females to travel at past due
hours and go to distant and isolated places as a part of
their work regime. However, the exponential growth
in attack, violence and assaults in opposition to ladies
inside the past few years, is posing a chance to the
increase and development of women.
III. DESIGN OF HARDWARE
This bankruptcy in short explains about the
Hardware implementation of authentication of IoT
based totally based Women protection System. It
discuss the circuit diagram of each module in
element.
3.1 LPC2148 (ARM7) MICROCONTROLLER:
The LPC2148 microcontrollers are based
on a 32 bit ARM7TDMI-S CPU with actual time
emulation and embedded trace aid, that mixes the
microcontroller with embedded excessive pace flash
reminiscence of 512kB. For crucial code size
applications, the opportunity 16-bit Thumb mode
reduces the code via more than 30 % with minimum
overall performance penalty.
Due to their tiny length and occasional
energy intake, LPC2148 microcontrollers are perfect
for the applications in which miniaturization is a key
requirement, which include access control and factorof-sale. A combination of serial communications
interfaces starting from a USB 2.0 Full Speed device,
a couple of UARTS, SPI, SSP to I2Cs and on-chip
SRAM of eight kB up to forty kB, make these
gadgets thoroughly appropriate for verbal exchange
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gateways and protocol converters, smooth modems,
voice popularity and coffee stop imaging, offering
both large buffer size and high processing energy.
Various 32-bit timers, unmarried or dual 10-bit
ADC(s), 10-bit DAC, PWM channels and 45 fast
GPIO traces with up to 9 facet or degree touchy
outside interrupt pins make those microcontrollers
especially suitable for business manipulate and
clinical structures.
3.2.
BLOCK
DIAGRAM
MICROCONTROLLER:

OF

LPC2148

3.3. PUSH ON-SWITCH
A push button is a short-term or nonlatching transfer which causes a transient change in
the country of an electrical circuit simplest even as
the switch is bodily actuated. An automated
mechanism (i.E. A spring) returns the switch to its
default function right now afterwards, restoring the
preliminary circuit situation. There are kinds: A push
to make transfer allows electricity to float among its
contacts whilst held in. When the button is released,
the circuit is damaged. This kind of switch is likewise
referred to as a Normally Open (NO) Switch.
(Examples: doorbell, laptop case energy transfer,
calculator buttons, man or woman keys on a
keyboard).

3.4.Motion/ Vibration Sensors

Fig:1. Block Diagram Of Lpc2148 Microcontroller
3.2. POWER SUPPLY
The energy materials are designed to convert
high voltage AC mains energy to a appropriate low
voltage supply for electronic circuits and different
gadgets. A power deliver can with the aid of broken
down into a series of blocks, every of which performs
a particular function. A d.C strength deliver which
keeps the output voltage regular irrespective of a.C
mains fluctuations or load versions is referred to as
“Regulated D.C Power Supply”.
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Motion sensors are very similar in design to
tilt switches; in truth, a few tilt switches are used as
motion sensors. The sensor can be in a single
condition (open or closed) at relaxation. When it's
miles subjected to motion it'll usually trade nation as
lengthy because it remains in movement. Some not
unusual applications include: anti-robbery gadgets,
man-down alarms to come across non movement,
smart appliances to turn off electricity when now not
in use and portable gadget to do the equal.
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3.5. WIFI MODULE(ESP8266 WIFI )
The ESP8266 is a low-price Wi-Fi
microchip with complete TCP/IP stack and
microcontroller functionality produced by way of
Shanghai-based Chinese manufacturer, Espressif
Systems.
The chip first got here to the attention of western
makers in August 2014 with the ESP-01 module,
made by a 3rd-celebration producer, Ai-Thinker. This
small module allows microcontrollers to hook up
with a Wi-Fi community and make easy TCP/IP
connections the use of Hayes-fashion instructions.
However, at the time there has been almost no
English-language documentation at the chip and the
commands it familiar. The very low price and the
reality that there had been very few outside
components at the module which suggested that it
may in the end be very cheaper in extent, attracted
many hackers to discover the module, chip, and the
software program on it, as well as to translate the
Chinese documentation.
The ESP8285 is an ESP8266 with 1 MiB of
integrated flash, taking into consideration unmarriedchip devices capable of connecting to Wi-Fi.
3.6. LCD DISPLAY
A model described right here is for its low
rate and tremendous possibilities maximum regularly
used in exercise. It is primarily based on the
HD44780 microcontroller (Hitachi) and may display
messages in two traces with 16 characters each. It
shows all the alphabets, Greek letters, punctuation
marks, mathematical symbols and so on. In addition,
it's far possible to display symbols that consumer
makes up on its own. Automatic moving message on
display (shift left and proper), appearance of the
pointer, backlight and many others. Are taken into
consideration as useful characteristics.

intervals. The recorded location information can be
stored within the tracking unit, or it could be
transmitted to a important area database, or Internetrelated pc, the usage of a cellular(GPRS or SMS),
radio, or satellite modem embedded inside the unit.
This lets in the asset's vicinity to be displayed against
a map backdrop either in actual time or when
analysing the track later, the use of GPS tracking
software. Data monitoring software program is to be
had for clever phones with GPS functionality. The
GPS turned into at first developed to be used through
the United States navy, but in the Nineteen Eighties,
america authorities allowed the machine for use for
civilian functions. Though the GPS satellite statistics
is free and works anywhere within the world, the
GPS device and the related software should be sold
or rented.
A GPS device can retrieve from the GPS
device vicinity and time facts in all climate situations,
everywhere on or close to the Earth. A GPS reception
calls for an unobstructed line of sight to four or extra
GPS satellites, and is issue to terrible satellite tv for
pc sign situations. In tremendously bad sign
conditions, for instance in urban areas, satellite
indicators may show off multipath propagation
wherein alerts soar off structures, or are weakened by
means of meteorological situations. Obstructed
strains of sight might also arise from a tree cover or
inside a structure, including in a constructing, garage
or tunnel. Today, maximum standalone GPS
receivers are utilized in motors.

Fig3: GPS MODEM
3.8 GSM

Fig:2. LCD
3.7. GPS
A GPS tracking unit is a tool, commonly carried by
using a transferring vehicle or individual, that uses
the Global Positioning System to determine and track
its precise vicinity, and hence that of its service, at
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The Global System for Mobile Communications
(GSM) is a trendy evolved by the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute(ETSI) to
describe the protocols for 2nd-era (2G) virtual cell
networks used by cell devices inclusive of cell
phones and drugs. It became first deployed in Finland
in December 1991.[2]By the mid-2010s, it became a
global widespread for cellular communications
attaining over ninety% marketplace proportion, and
working in over 193 countries and territories. 2G
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networks developed as a substitute for first era (1G)
analog mobile networks. The GSM preferred at the
start defined a virtual, circuit-switched community
optimized for full duplex voice telephony. This
extended over the years to encompass facts
communications, first by using circuit-switched
delivery, then by packet statistics transport through
General Packet Radio Service (GPRS), and Enhanced
Data
Rates
for
GSM
Evolution(EDGE).
Subsequently, the 3GPP evolved third-generation
(3G) UMTS requirements, accompanied with the aid
of fourth-era (4G) LTE Advanced requirements,
which do now not shape a part of the ETSI GSM
wellknown. "GSM" is a alternate mark owned by the
GSM Association. It can also confer with the (to
begin with) maximum commonplace voice codec
used, Full Rate.

4.1. BLOCK DIAGRAM:

3.9. BUZZER
Digital systems and microcontroller pins
lack sufficient contemporary to power the circuits
like relays, buzzer circuits etc. While these circuits
require around 10milli amps to be operated, the
microcontroller’s pin can offer a most of 1-2milli
amps contemporary. For this motive, a driving force
consisting of a energy transistor is located in between
the microcontroller and the buzzer circuit.

4.2. WORKING:

Fig 4: block diagram

The important operating of this assignment is that
every time a lady senses danger, all she has to do, is
to maintain at the button of the tool. Once the tool is
activated, it tracks the location of the ladies the usage
of GPS (Global Positioning System) and sends region
the usage of Wi-Fi (wireless fidelity), to a server
within the police manage room. The pulse sensor
exams the heartbeat of victim and in extraordinary
health scenario the tool also sends cutting-edge GPS
vicinity to ambulance.
GSM Output: When panic button is pressed or
keyword is matched, a message may be ship from
GSM modem to registered range(s).
4.3 Flow chart

IV. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The device consists of a switch, ARM7, WiFi module (ESP2866), GPS module (Neo6M),
buzzer, and pulse sensor (SEN-11574) for Women
safety.
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V. CONCLUSION
This is the “Women protection system using
IoT and GPS” which could be very beneficial
application particularly for lady’s protection. When
we feel that we're in emergency scenario, as an
instance travelling alone in the Auto/Cab at night
time we can use this utility. In order that on one click
we will ship our location to Control station .In
addition to protection the fitness circumstance also
can be despatched with the region. This system can
conquer the fear that scares every woman in the us of
a approximately her protection and security. The
software that ship online to particular emergency
manage station.
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